
Imagine you are invited to give the President a briefing on students’ ideas for improving education.  So, what would you tell him?  What 
new technologies would you recommend to the President as a good way to increase students’ interest in learning and help prepare them for 
the jobs of the future?   Be creative!  The President is counting on your good ideas!

Response Gender Grade

  WESTBY MIDDLE

  I think if you get us technology kids will be excited to do homework. Boy/Male Grade 6

  I would tell him that, each student should receive or bring there own laptop to school. Children seem to have more fun and are enthusiastic about hands on things, such as a laptop. Girl/Female Grade 6

  I would recommend  laptops iPads bringing your own devices and video chatting as long as it is appropriate. Girl/Female Grade 6

  Maybe having more computers,laptops,iPads. Girl/Female Grade 6

  I would recommend letting each student either borrow a laptop for school or bring one from home to only work on academic things. Girl/Female Grade 7

  IDK? maybe a laptop/ ipad that has all the school apps needed???????? Girl/Female Grade 7

  I would tell our president to require more online learning. This means that students can go back, and forth, and see the lesson more then once. When being lectured, you have one 
chance to hear and learn it. I would have every student have a Tablet(preferably Windows, more useful apps and downloads) to do school work, and learn on.

Boy/Male Grade 8

  If i were able to give the president a briefing on students I would say that students should be able to text during school without getting in trouble or getting it taken away. I would 
also have in every class you would have your own ipad to reasearch and write down notes. The Ipad would be used for all the asssignments. If a student was gone we could 
ichat,facetime or skype with the teacher and get help with what they missed. Also I would say that the teachers smart boards would be connected to your ipads. I would also allow if 
there was any free time or anything you could check your facebook and update things on the internet. i Think it would make kids want to come to school more and motivate them to 
learn alot more!

Girl/Female Grade 8
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Thinking about all of your classes in school this year, which class would be more interesting and valuable to you if technology was better 
used in this class?   If you were the teacher in that class, how would you use mobile devices, social media, online games or other online tools 
to make sure all students are successful in this class?

Response Gender Grade

  WESTBY MIDDLE

  I think math social studies and English would be fun to have a mobile device. Boy/Male Grade 6

  Social studies. I would let them play review games and take quizzes. Girl/Female Grade 6

  Art would be very interesting you could take online classes and have drawing games Girl/Female Grade 6

  Hmmmm, social studies Girl/Female Grade 6

  The class that would be more interesting and valuable to me would be Pre-Algebra or Science. I would use online games or quizzes to see how well kids were doing if I were the 
teacher of Pre-Algebra. In Science, I would use graphs/diagrams/powerpoints to show kids complex things about the scientific world.

Girl/Female Grade 7

  ALL OF THEM!! :) to show how things work and what to do. presentations Girl/Female Grade 7

  Science, Reading, and Social Studies would be a lot more interesting through technology. I would post all my assignments, projects, and anything else on a website or Facebook 
page. I would have plenty of tips, and even have other sources for my students to learn from.

Boy/Male Grade 8

  If we could use online things i think i would say that it would make math alot eaiser because the teachers could show us a video instead of explaining it to us.I think it would be 
eaiser on the teachers because then if a student doesnt get it then they could refer back to the video.I also think that taking the test online would be easier because then the teachers 
wouldnt have to grade it and the online thing would grade our tests.

Girl/Female Grade 8
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